The rheology of granular materials is one of central concerns in granular physics. Although the granular particles exhibit unusual behaviors, 1) Liu and Nagel 2) suggested the possibility that the jamming transition of granular particles under the shear may be regarded as the glass transition at zero temperature. Since then the jamming has been recognized as one of the most important concepts in nonequilibrium rheology.
§1. Introduction
The rheology of granular materials is one of central concerns in granular physics. Although the granular particles exhibit unusual behaviors, 1) Liu and Nagel 2) suggested the possibility that the jamming transition of granular particles under the shear may be regarded as the glass transition at zero temperature. Since then the jamming has been recognized as one of the most important concepts in nonequilibrium rheology. 3), 4), 5), 6), 7), 8), 9), 10), 11), 12), 13) However, so far there exist few theoretical works which discuss direct connections between the jamming transition of dense granular materials and those of the other materials such as colloidal suspensions 14) , 15), 16), 17) from microscopic point of view.
The lack of the direct evidences of the universality is due to the difficulties in describing the dynamics of dense granular media. On the other hand, indirect evidences of universality of the jamming transitions are being accumulated with time; (i) There are strong similarities for the emergence of dynamical yield stress in sheared granular materials 10) to that of colloidal suspensions. 17) (ii) The steep peak of the nonlinear susceptibility so called χ 4 is observed in the vicinity of the jamming transition in experiments of shaken granular materials. 18) (iii) The long-tails in nearly elastic sheared granular fluids are almost the same as those for a system of elastic particles with a thermostat. 19) We recognize that the gas kinetic theory can successfully describe the behaviors of relatively dilute granular flows including correlation effects, 19) , 20), 21), 22), 23), 24), 25) but it is obvious that we cannot use the kinetic theory in describing the jamming transition. On the other hand, many of theoretical works 5), 7), 8), 9) starting from statics of granular particles focus on the introduction of the effective temperature based on the idea of Edwards' compactivity in thermodynamics of granular media. 26) Thus, so far there are few liquid theories in characterizing dense granular liquids. It should be noted that we do not have to introduce any exotic temperature such as compactivity in describing sheared granular liquids, because it is standard to use the granular temperature defined by T ≡ i m(v i − u) 2 /N d where m, v i , u, N and d typeset using PTPT E X.cls Ver. 0.9 are respectively the mass of each particle, the velocity of i−th particle, the velocity of the flow field, the number of particles and the dimension. In addition, it is known that the steady uniform shear flow has the uniform granular temperature except for the boundary layer 10), 11) in sheared dense granular systems, which is in contrast to the case of the relatively dilute sheared granular flows driven by the boundary. 24 ) Therefore, it may be possible to construct a liquid theory or the mode-coupling theory (MCT) by using the granular temperature to characterize the liquids near the jamming transition.
In this paper we derive MCT equation for dense granular liquids from the Liouville equation of granular fluids. The derivation is formal and analogous to that for the ideal glass transition. 27 ), 28), 29) The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we introduce the Liouville equation for granular gases. In section 3, we formally derive the generalized Langevin equation by using the technique of the projection operator. In section 4, we apply the generalized Langevin equation for the field variables such as the density field under the shear. In section 5, we will derive the generalized Langevin equation for the density correlation function which is not a closed equation because of the formal representation of the memory kernel. In section 6, we introduce the mode-coupling approximation to obtain a closed equation for the density correlation function. The result is similar to that for ideal glass transition. In section 7, we discuss what we can predict from MCT and future problems. We also summarize our results. In Appendix A, we show the details of the derivation of the generalized Langevin equation. In Appendix B, we summarize the expression of the correlation functions in the presence of the shear. In Appendix C, we discuss the derivation of MCT for the sheared dense granular liquids. §2 . Liouville equation
Let us consider a system of N identical hard spherical and smooth particles with their diameters σ and the constant of the restitution e less than unity in d−dimensional space. The basic equation to describe the dynamics of the classical particles is the Liouville equation. 30), 31) The Liouville equation for granular fluids has been discussed by Brey et al. 32 ), 33), 34) some times ago. Let iL tot be the total Liouvillian which operates any physical function A(Γ (t)) as
where Γ (t) is the phase variable. The total Liouvillian consists of three parts, the free part, the collision part and the shear part. We denote iL tot as iL tot = iL + iL s , where iL is the sum of the free part and the collision part
with the velocity v j of j−th particle and the collision operator
where r jk = r j − r k , g jk = v j − v k , Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and Θ(x) = 0 for otherwise. σ is the unit normal vector at contact and σ = σσ. Here b jk is the collision operator acting on any function X(v j , v k ) as
where the precollisional velocities v j and v k change into the postcollisional velocities v ′ j and v ′ k , respectively. When b jk acts on g jk , g jk changes as
The Liouville operator to represent the shear flow iL s is 6) where the macroscopic velocity under the shear flow is assumed to be
which recovers the equation of motion under the shear flow. 35) We also note that eq.(2 . 6) can be derived from the DOLLS Hamiltonian. 35 ), 36) It should be noted that the Liouvillian is not self-adjoint because of the violation of time reversal symmetry for each collision. The adjoint Liouvillian is defined for the equation of the phase function or N −body distribution function ρ(Γ (t))
The average of a physical quantity is defined as
From (2 . 1), (2 . 8) and (2 . 9) we obtain the following relations
The adjoint Liouvillian is obtained from the integration by parts of eq.(2 . 11) 33)
whereT 
Before closing this section, we add some remarks. First, since iL tot is not selfadjoint, the evloution operator acting on A * (Γ (t)) which is the complex conjugate of A(Γ (t)) is neither −iL tot nor −iL tot in (2 . 8). Second, the collision operators T ij andT ij are reduced to the known Liouvillian for hard core particles in the limit of e = 1. 37) Third, the collision operators are exact for inelastic hard spherical granular particles for any density. §3 . Generalized Langevin equation
What we are interested in is the time correlation function between A(t) ≡ A(Γ (t)) and B, the abbreviation of B(Γ (0)), as
where we use the definition of iL tot for the last expression. The final expression of eq.(3 . 1) is obtained from the integration by parts with the assumption of zero net currents through the boundaries. It is not easy to handle eq.(3 . 1), because the adjoint Liouvillian iL tot has the property 34) 
where
However, when the initial phase function ρ(Γ ) is invariant in the time evolution, i.e.
the simple treatment can be used. This situation may be realized in the case of the steady shear problem. In the later part of this paper, we only discuss the cases satisfying eq.(3 . 5). Note that A(t) is time-independent, though A(Γ (t)) can be time-dependent under the steady condition (3 . 5). When the steady condition (3 . 5) is satisfied, C AB (t) is reduced to
where we use the translational invariance of the correlation function, i.e., C AB (t) = A(t)B * = AB * (−t) . Thus, from eq.(3 . 6) with the aid of eq.(3 . 5) we obtain
by the replacement of B * (Γ (t)) by A * (Γ (t)). We may arise the naive question whether it is possible to derive the generalized Langevin equation for sheared granular fluids under the assumption of eq.(3 . 5). The answer of this question is "yes".
The procedure to derive the generalized Langevin equation is parallel to that of the classical simple liquid 30), 31) except for the non-self adjoint properties of iL tot . The details of the derivation are given in Appendix A.
The final expression of the generalized Langevin equation iṡ
Here the memory kernel M (t) is given by 9) and Ω is
The random force in eq.(3 . 8) is
where we introduce the projection operator 12) and the inner product
It is one of the most important results in this paper to obtain the generalized Langevin equation (3 . 8) supplemented by eqs.(3 . 9)-(3 . 13). Although nobody has discussed the generalized Langevin equation for granular fluids, the equation is useful in particular to construct a "liquid theory" of granular fluids. §4 . Some formulae in the presence of the shear
The treatment of the generalized Langevin equation (3 . 8) for sheared granular liquids is still difficult because of the existence of iL s , but the effects of shear can be absorbed for the description of the hydrodynamic variables. For example, the operation of iL s to the local density field n(r, t) which is defined by
for the position of j−th particle r j (t) is given by
Therefore, the density field obeys
Similarly, any field variable A(r, t) obeys
where iL is the sum of the free motion and the inelastic collisions acting on the hydrodynamic variable A(r, t). Thus, the time evolution in sheared systems is governed by the Liouvillian iL instead of the total Liouvillian iL tot . Therefore, iL tot and iL − tot in the previous section and Appendix A can be formally replaced by iL and iL − in the later discussion, respectively. We also note that our problem is reduced to a standard setup of field variables in the presence of the shear. 17), 38), 16) It should be noted that the second term in the left hand side of eq.(4 . 4) can be eliminated in the sheared framẽ A(r t ,t) = A(r, t), r t = r −γyte x , (4 . 5) wheret = t and e x is the unit vector along x−coordinate in the experimental frame. Indeed,Ã(r t ,t) obeys
where we use
in the three dimensional case.
Let us introduce the Fourier transform
where q t is the stretched wave number related to the simple wave number q = (q x , q y , q z ) q t ≡ (q x , q y +γq x t, q z ) ( 4 . 9) in the three dimensional system. It is easy to show the equivalences of these two representationsÃ
We also obtain the time evolution of the field variableÃ q t (t) in the sheared frame is given by
The right hand side of eq.(4 . 11) includes the Liouvillian iL q t which is the result of the Fourier transform in the sheared frame.
Here, we note that the introduction of Fourier transform implicitly assumes to use the periodic boundary condition such as Lees-Edwards condition. Fortunately, it is known that rheological properties of dense granular flows under the shear are little affected by the choice of the boundary conditions. 10), 11) Thus, we believe that our theoretical argument in this paper can be used even in physical situations.
In Appendix B, we summarize the relevant expression of the correlation function in the presence of the shear. This Appendix might be useful to resolve the confusion among various expressions in literature. §5 
. Generalized Langevin equation for the sheared granular liquids
In section 3, we have derived the generalized Langevin equation, but the result is too formal to apply it to physical processes. Since our objective is to derive the mode-coupling theory (MCT) for sheared granular liquids, we had better focus our attention on the density fluctuations. For this purpose we first summarize what we calculate to derive MCT equation.
MCT is the theory to describe the time correlation function of the density fluctuations. The density of liquids is given by eq.(4 . 1) and its Fourier component in the experimental frame becomes
From the argument in Appendix B, the density correlation function in the experimental frame should be characterized by F (q, t) defined in eq.(B . 5) where suffices A = B for the density field in Appendix B are eliminated. Let us use F (q, t) for later discussion, in which the explicit definition is given by
The function F (q, t) is reduced to the scattering function at t = 0
Note that the form of the structure factor S(q) or the pair correlation function g(r) which is the Fourier transform of S(q) for granular fluids has not been established. There are some theoretical studies 40) without any external forces but no theoretical work in the presence of the shear. However, the theoretical approaches suggest that the structure factor is independent of the relaxation processes in granular liquids, which should be valid in our steady case (3 . 5). Therefore, we can separate the problem to determine F (q, t) from the determination of S(q). We also note that the anisotropy of the pair correlation function induced by the shear exists but is small in the simulations of sheared granular flows 41), 42) as in the case of sheared colloidal particles. One of the characteristics, however, for granular liquids appears in g(r) where the first peak around |r| = σ is higher than that in the conventional cases. 40), 42) Consider the density defined in eq.(5 . 1). Its time evolution is described by
Here we introduce j L q −t (t) ≡q −t · j q −t (t) with the current
To describe the slow process of the density correlation function in sheared granular liquids we formally replace A(t) and iL tot in section 3 by
and iL q −t , respectively, where δn q −t (t) = j e iq −t ·r j (t) − (2π) dn δ(q −t ) with the average densityn, and the longitudinal mode of Fourier component of the current field.
Therefore, eq.(3 . 8) is replaced by
where the memory kernel, the random force and the characteristic frequency are respectively given by
and
(5 . 10) We also introduce the correlation matrix
Using (A, R(t)) = 0 we obtain 12) where
which reduces to
at the equal time case (t = 0), where we use the granular temperature as T . Here, we should add some explanations for eq.(5 . 14). The diagonal elements of (5 . 14) are respectively the definitions of the structure factor and the granular temperature. On the other hand, the off-diagonal element becomes
is the linear momentum of the particle i. It is natural to assume that the momentum is independent of the position and the average of linear term of the momentum is zero in the statistical average of the uniform shear. Thus, we assume that the off-diagonal element in eq.(5 . 14) is zero.
From eqs.(5 . 10), (5 . 11), (5 . 13) and (5 . 14) we also have the expression
Here we assume that the correlation between a field variable and its time derivative is always zero. We also use the following identity
to obtain eq.(5 . 15). It should be noted that the granular temperature T is proportional toγ 2 in granular fluids under the steady shear. 43) For simplicity, we assume that the temperature is uniform, which can be realized in a periodic system in the vicinity of jamming transitions. The uniform temperature is also realized in the bulk region of dense granular flows under the physical boundary. The complex conjugate of the random force at t = 0 is given bȳ 17) where P * and Q * are the complex conjugate of the projection operators P and Q, respectively. From eq.(3 . 7) with the replacement of L − tot by L − q we obtain the relation
The second term in the last expression of eq.(5 . 17) can be rewritten as
Therefore, we obtain
Similarly, R q −t (t) is given by 23) where the lower left corner term is −(qN T /imS(q))F (q, t). Lastly, the memory matrix is 
The derivation of eq.(5 . 25) is almost exact except for the assumption of the uniform temperature but eq. (5 . 25) is not a closed equation of F (q, t). On the other hand, we are only interested in the slow dynamics of F (q, t) in the vicinity of the jamming transition. One of the possible approaches to get a closed equation for F (q, t) is to diagonalize the linearized hydrodynamic equations of δn q (t) and j L q (t). 19 ), 25) The quantitative validity of this approach for dilute granular gases has been confirmed, but we may not use this approach in the dense granular liquids. As another approach we adopt the mode-coupling approximation for granular liquids near jamming transition in which the argument borrows from that for the conventional glass transition. We should stress that the derivation of MCT equation is not the final goal to describe the jamming transition. Indeed, we will need to determine S(q) and the quantitative relation between T andγ for granular fluids.
Let us consider the term R −q R q −t (t) . This can be rewritten as R −q e iQL q −t Qt R q from eq.(5 . 8). This term may consist of the fast part and the slow part. The fast part may be approximated by Γ q −t √ T δ(t) with a friction constant Γ q −t , since the fast friction may be proportional to the kinetic viscosity and q 2 −t in the hydrodynamic limit. 39) The slow part represents the important contribution for the slow relaxation process, which is nothing but the mode-coupling memory kernel.
(i) Let us replace the slow part of e iQL q −t Qt by P 2 e iL q −t t P 2 , where we introduce the new projection operator acting on any function B
where A q 1−t ,q 2−t = δn q 1−t δn q 2−t . The projection operator P 2 is the simple projection onto its dominant slow mode. We neglect the contribution from Q as in the case of the conventional MCT.
(ii) We assume the factorization of four-point correlation into the product of two-point ones to obtain a closed equation for the density correlation function.
Using these approximations the derivation of MCT equation is straightforward. The details of the derivation are summarized in Appendix C.
Finally, we summarize MCT equation
for d = 3, where q −t are connected with q by eq.(4 . 9), whereṼ q,k is given by (C . 14) with the aid of the direct correlation function (C . 10). As suggested in section 5, the difference between sheared dense granular liquids and the conventional cases of the sheared MCT equations appears through (i) the forms of the structure factor and the direct correlation function, and (ii) the granular temperature which disappears in the limit of the low shear rate. Although the second term in the left hand side in (6 . 2) looks dominant in the low temperature limit or the low shear rate limit at the first glance, all the terms are in the same order when we assume Bagnold's scaling 43) T ∼γ 2 and the time is scaled byγ −1 . §7. Discussion and conclusion
What can we predict from MCT equation for sheared granular liquids?
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the MCT equation can be derived in sheared dense granular liquids. This is the first step to understand the universal feature of the dense granular liquids and the jamming transition. Let us summarize what we can predict for sheared dense granular liquids from MCT equation (6 . 2) supplemented with (6 . 3).
First, we expect that there is a plateau in the relaxation of F (q, t) at least for nearly elastic granular particles when the density is larger than a certain threshold value. Indeed, eqs.(6 . 2) and (6 . 3) reduce to the well-known MCT equation for relatively short time t ≪ τ (γ, e) where the characteristic time (or the life time) of the plateau τ (γ, e) may satisfy τ (γ, e) ∝γ −1 at least for nearly elastic cases. 15) Then MCT equation exhibits a quasi-arrested state of particles in cages. However, this arrested state is destructed by the stretching of cages induced by the sheared force. Therefore, we may write
in the quasi-arrested state. Here Φ(T ) represents the scale factor as a function of the temperature, which tends to unity in the limit of T → 0 orγ → 0. We also note that there is no steady state in the limit of e = 1 because of the viscous heating effect. 44) Although so far there was no report of the existence of visible plateau in granular liquids, 18) we have reproduced a two-step relaxation of F (q, t) from the simulation of a dense and nearly elastic sheared granular liquid as explained later. Similar to the conventional cases 45) to reproduce the two-step relaxation, we need to prepare binary systems. Indeed, there is the crystalization for mono-disperse spheres, while there is no plateau for randomly dispersed particles. In addition, we note that the range of parameters to observe two-step relaxations seems to be narrower than the conventional cases. Let us explain the preliminary result of our simulation briefly. The system simulated is a three-dimensional 80:20 mixture of N = 1000 Lennard-Jones system in which the potential is given by
where α and β refer to two speicies, and r αβ denotes the distance between the particle α and the particle β. The particles are confined in a periodic box whose linear dimension is 9.4σ AA under the Lees-Edwards boundary condition. We choose ǫ AB = 1.5ǫ AA , ǫ BB = 0.5ǫAA, σ BB = 0.88σ AA and ǫ AB = 0.8σ AA . We introduce the dissipative force −η(v αβ · r αβ )r αβ /r 2 αβ with r αβ = r α − r β and v αβ = v α − v β for r αβ < 1.12246σ αβ in the equation of motion of the particle α, where the dissipation parameter η = 0.001 in the dimensionless unit. Note that all quantities are nondimensionalized by the particles diameter σ AA , the interaction energy ǫ AA and the time τ 0 = (m A σ 2 AA /ǫ AA ) 1/2 with the mass of A particle m A . We add the shear witḣ γ = 0.001/τ 0 to the system. Figure 1 is the result of the mean sqaure displacement of particles r(t) 2 
is the position of i−th particle in the vertical direction to the sheared plane. It is clear that the particles are in a quasi-arrested state in the middle stage of time. Figure 2 is the result of F s (q, t) ≡ i cos(q(z i (t) − z i (0)) /N with q = 15 in the dimensionless unit. We find that F (q, t) has the plateau in the middle of the relaxation process. The details of our simulation will be reported elsewhere. Second, it is difficult to describe the jamming transition based on the hard-core model which we use in this paper. Let us demonstrate this difficulty as follows. We expect that the plateau τ (γ, e) ∝γ −1 becomes long asγ decreases. Eventually, 
the plateau becomes infinitely long in the limit ofγ → 0. This is the reflection of no motion of particles in the limit ofγ → 0. When we adopt the factorization approximation as in the framework of MCT, the shear stress σ xy for sheared granular liquids can be represented by a function of S(q), S(q t ) and F (q, t) as 15)
where S ′ (k) ≡ ∂S(k)/∂k, and we ignore anisotropy of the structure factor and the density correlation function. To derive eq. (7 . 3) we use the decoupling approximation and the Green-Kubo formula which may be suspicious in granular liquids. However, the decoupling approximation is consistent with MCT and the Green-Kubo formula gives, at least, a good approximate expression for the nearly elastic granular liquids. Thus, the expression (7 . 3) should be valid for the nearly elastic granular liquids. If we assume that there is no relaxation of F (k, t) in a quasi-arrested state, eq. (7 . 3) may be replaced by
where we replace the integrand by that for t ≪ τ (γ, e) ∼γ −1 . From eq.(7 . 4) the viscosity η can be evaluated as η ∼ T |γ| −1 as in the case of colloidal suspensions near the glass transition. 14), 15), 16), 17) This does not mean that the sheared granular liquid displays the shear thinning property, but this result is consistent with Bagnold's scaling η ∼ |γ| or T ∼γ 2 for hard-core granular fluids 43) which is one of the shear thickenning relations. Indeed, if we assume that the continuity equation for the energy is still relevant, the uniform steady granular liquids obey ηγ 2 ∼ T 3/2 . Therefore, we obtain the relation T ∼γ 2 (7 . 5) which is nothing but Bagnold's scaling.
From eqs. (7 . 4 ) and (7 . 5) we may obtain
We should note that Bagnold's scaling (7 . 5) is violated in the vicinity of the jamming transition as T ∼γ β with β ≃ 1. 1. 46) We also note that the jamming may be the continuous transition, 46), 47) which is different from the sheared dynamic yield stress at a constant temperature. Equations (7 . 6) may imply the following two things: (i) The stress can be indepent of the shear rate when we keep a constant temperature with changing the restitution constant e. (ii) However, the stress becomes zero in the limit ofγ → 0. Thus, we may conclude that our MCT for hard-spheres is invalid to describe the jamming transition. This conclusion is reasonable, because the jamming transition is originally defined by the point of non-zero bulk and shear moduli at zero temperature without kinetic energy. 48) 
Future problems
In this paper, we only present the formal derivation of MCT equation and give some qualitative predictions. To know the quantitative details of the behaviors of dense granular liquids, we need to know the explicit expression of S(q) and the relation between the granular temperature and the shear rate. As long as we know, we do not have any satisfactory theory to describe sheared dense granular liquids. This will be our important subject to the future.
We should note that our MCT is based on the mean field description in which the system is almost uniform. The heterogeneity may be important in the actual jamming transitions, but this heterogeneity may disappear if we only observe twopoint correlation functions as in the case of the glass transition. We believe that we will need to formulate the model including higher correlation to describe such heterogeneity.
We also note that our starting equation is the Liouville equation for hard spherical particles. The system of inelastic hard spheres may cause the inelastic collapse in which the collision frequency is divergent when the density becomes extremely high in the vicinity of the jamming transition. 1) We also note that the jamming is caused by the simultaneous contacts among particles 48) which cannot be described by hard-core models. Although we obtain the formal expression for MCT equation, we may have to extend our formulation to soft spheres to describe the jammed state, which was not obtained previously.
In this paper, we adopt the formal derivation based on the projection operator formalism. The advantage of this method is to get the exact expression in the middle of calculation, in which equation (5 . 25) should be exact. On the other hand, the procedure to obtain MCT equation in section 6 contains some uncontrolled approximations. Therefore, it is difficult to systematically improve the decoupling approximation used to derive MCT equation. There are several efforts to overcome such difficulties in conventional glass transitions 49), 50), 51), 52) based on the field theoretic approaches. Such methods may need to improve our treatment presented here.
Conclusion
We summarize what we have carried out in this paper. 
Using the relation (A, PB) = (A, B) the inner product of eq.(A . 6) with A becomes
From the relation
whereỸ (z) is the Laplace transform of Y (t).
Here the second term in the left hand side of eq.(A . 9) can be rewritten as ΩỸ (z) withȦ = dA/dt at t = 0. To derive Ω in eq.(3 . 10) we use the relation
On the other hand, the numerator of the third term in the left hand side of (A . 9) can be written as
whereR is defined in eq.(3 . 11) and
Here we use the relations . 13) and . 14) with (A, B) = (B, A) for any real functions A, B and C. (For complex functions, the relation (B, A) = (A * , B * ) should be considered).
Introducing the memory kernel in the Laplace form
eq.(A . 9) can be rewritten as
Therefore, we obtainẎ . 17) in terms of the inverse Laplace transform, where M (t) is the memory kernel. Equation (A . 17) describes the time evolution of the correlation function. On the other hand, the time evolution of A(t) is affected by the fluctuating force. Indeed
where we use the definition ofỸ (z), eqs.(A . 5) and (A . 12). Thus, we obtaiñ 
Therefore we obtainȦ
Since A(t) satisfies A(t) = Y A(t) +Â(t) we obtain (3 . 8).
Appendix B The expression of the correlation function in the presence of the shear Let us summarize the correlation function in the presence of the shear. The correlation function should satisfy the translational invariance condition
where a is the shift vector acting on all particles in the sheared frame. The Fourier transform of both sides of this equation leads tõ
Thus, we obtainC
in the sheared frame. From the relation (4 . 10) we can write
whereF AB (q, t) ≡ A q (t)B −q t (0) in the experimental frame. This relation is obtained by Fuchs and Cates. 17) This relation can be rewritten as C A q ′ ,B −q (t) = δ q ′ ,q −t F AB (q, t) (B . 5)
where F AB (q, t) =F AB (q −t , t) = A q −t (t)B −q (0) = A q t (t)B * q (0) , which is obtained by Miyazaki et al. 16) Appendix C The derivation of MCT equation
Let us explain the details of the derivation of MCT equation in this Appendix. From the two approximations mentioned in section 6 we get P 2 R q −t (t) = q 1−t ,q 2−t V q −t (q 1−t , q 2−t )δn q 1−t (t)δn q 2−t (t), (C . 1) where V q −t (q 1−t , q 2−t ) = q 3−t ,q 4−t δn q 1−t (t)δn q 2−t (t)R q −t (t) δn q 1−t (t)δn q 2−t (t)δn q 3−t (t)δn q 4−t (t) .
2)
The product of the four density fields in the denominator of eq.(C . 2) may be factorized into the products of two structure factors. The numerator of eq.(C . 2) is δn k −t (t)δn k −t −q −t (t)R q −t (t)
δn −k −t (t)δn k −t −q −t (t)δn q −t (t) . (C .
3)
The first term of the above equation is where we use ṙ j,αṙl,β = δ jl δ αβ T /m. The other term similarly gives
The last term of eq.(C . 3) is hard to compute directly. When we adopt trhe decoupling approximation or Kirkwood approximation, we obtain 27), 53) δn −k −t (t)δn k −t −q −t (t)δn q −t (t) ≃ N S(k −t )S(q −t )S(k −t − q −t ). (C . 7)
Since q −t satisfies the periodic boundary condition, we expect that the vertex function V q −t (k 1−t , k 2−t ) is the function of the difference of the wave vectors k −t ≡ k 1−t − k 2−t . Thus, we can write V q −t (k 1−t , k 2−t ) = V k −t ,q −t −k −t .
(C . 8)
Subsitituting (C . 4)-(C . 7) into (C . 2) with taking the summation over k −t , we obtain Therefore, we may obtain
q−k,kṼq −t −k −t ,k −t |F (k −t , t)F (q −t − k −t , t), (C . 13) whereṼ q−k,k = {(q · k)c(k) +q · (q − k)c(q − k)}.
(C . 14)
Using the equations obtained in this Appendix we obtain the final expression of MCT equation (6 . 2) with (6 . 3).
